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Modeling for Insight: A Master Class for Business AnalystsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Modeling for Insight
    "Most books on modeling are either too theoretical or too focused on the mechanics of programming. Powell and Batt's emphasis on using simple spreadsheet models to gain business insight (which is, after all, the name of the game) is what makes this book stand head and shoulders...
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Reinventing Financial Regulation: A Blueprint for Overcoming Systemic RiskApress, 2015

	Reinventing Financial Regulation offers an analysis of the fundamental flaws that plague the current system of financial regulation, one built around ideas of "risk-sensitivity" and "capital adequacy." Author Avinash Persaud argues that while some sensible reforms have been introduced, a fresh...
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Mobile Computing Principles: Designing and Developing Mobile Applications with UML and XMLCambridge University Press, 2004
Written to address technical concerns that mobile developers face regardless of platform, this book explores the differences between mobile and stationary applications and the architectural and software development concepts needed to build mobile applications.   Using UML, Reza B'far guides the developer through the development process, from design...
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Handbook of Approximation Algorithms and MetaheuristicsCRC Press, 2007

	Delineating the tremendous growth in this area, the Handbook of Approximation Algorithms and Metaheuristics covers fundamental, theoretical topics as well as advanced, practical applications. It is the first book to comprehensively study both approximation algorithms and metaheuristics.

	

	Starting with basic approaches, the...
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Methodology for the Digital Calibration of Analog Circuits and Systems: with Case StudiesSpringer, 1970
Methodology for the Digital Calibration of Analog Circuits and Systems shows how to relax the extreme design constraints in analog circuits, allowing the realization of high-precision systems even with low-performance components. A complete methodology is proposed, and three applications are detailed. To start with, an in-depth...
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Optimization of Structures and Components (Advanced Structured Materials)Springer, 2013

	Written by an international group of active researchers in the field, this volume presents innovative formulations and applied procedures for sensitivity analysis and structural design optimization. Eight chapters discuss subjects ranging from recent developments in the determination and application of topological gradients, to the use of...
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Optical Interferometry for Biology and Medicine (Bioanalysis)Springer, 2011

	This book presents the fundamental physics of optical interferometry as applied to biophysical, biological and medical research. Interference is at the core of many types of optical detection and is a powerful probe of cellular and tissue structure in interfererence microscopy and in optical coherence tomography. It is also the root cause of...
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Building Financial ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The first all-inclusive guidebook for designing, building, and implementing a sturdy core valuation/projection model
In today's no-room-for-error corporate finance market, precise and effective financial modeling is essential for both determining a company's current value and projecting its future performance. Yet few books have explained how...
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Environmental Regulations and Global WarmingChelsea House Publications, 2009

	When the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize went to former Vice President Al Gore and an international scientific body that warned of serious consequences if Earth's temperatures continue to rise, the award underscored the international concern about the Earth's changing climate. Most scientists agree that global warming is a serious threat, and...
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Inverse Problems in Engineering MechanicsElsevier Limited, 1998
Inverse problems can be found in many topics of engineering mechanics. There are many successful applications in the fields of inverse problems (non-destructive testing and characterization of material properties by ultrasonic or X-ray techniques, thermography, etc.). Generally speaking, the inverse problems are concerned with the determination of...
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Questions I Am Asked About The HolocaustScribe Publications, 2019

	
		One of the few remaining living Holocaust survivors answers the questions children ask her

	
		“There are no stupid questions, nor any forbidden ones, but there are some questions that have no answer.”

	
		Hédi Fried was nineteen when the Nazis snatched her family from their home...
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Complete Idiot's Guide to Tantric SexAlpha, 2001
The Complete Idiot's GuideA (R) to Tantric Sex covers every aspect of this ancient practice, from the sacred beliefs of Tantra which form the basis for Tantric loving to the process of preparing for and practicing Tantric techniques. The book is broken down into six parts, including: the secret sexual world of Tantra; preparing your mind for...
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